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Students Cited for Achievement

More than 80 students were cited for their scholastic achievements during the Honors Day program held recently at Georgia College.

The Honors Day program, highlighted by the presentation of a Distinguished Service Award to Robert Shaw, musical director and conductor of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, was also spoken to the honorees and their families and friends, described the need for art forms of varying kinds and the essence of the universal appeal of art.

The Honors Day program was held in Ballroom Auditorium on the Milledgeville campus. A 160-piece band, a sociology major at the college, was the most honored student at the convocation, being named to Phoenix, the highest scholastic honor at GC, and to "Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities" as the outstanding sociology major.

Twelve other Georgia College students were named to scholastic honoraries and as outstanding majors in a particular discipline. Twenty-two students were named to Phi Sigma, a humanities honor society.

To become a member of Phi Sigma, a student must have maintained a minimum of a B average in his freshman year and have on the Dean's List at least once.

Honor students from Milledgeville are: Bethany Hoss, a junior; Patricia Moore, Janice Morris, and Jan Smith.

Other new members include Sherette Carroll of Decatur, William Douglas, Jr. of Warner Robins, Deborah Porter of Gray, Mary Graham of Maconville, Anne Student of Easton, Ellen Mitchell of Thomson, Myra MacRae of Rentz, Crystal Fountain of Macon, and Brenda Oldham of Perry.

The students named and their disciplines were: Judy Flemming of Columbus, Debra Being of Augusta, and Karen Crosson of Macon and Jan Smith continued on Page 6.

Hoke Memorial
Fitting Tribute

Dr. G. Robert Hoke had three alligators on the campus of Georgia College from July 1899 to January 1900. He believed in the future. He believed in students.

And so it is, that Dr. Hoke's name is strong ties between campus and community.

His memorial at GC, a large information sign in front of the Maxwell College Union, testifies in fitting fashion to the belief of a man who in a brief span of time made his mark at the college.

Believers in him in January 1902 of leprosy at a hospital, his former students contributed in many ways to the welfare of a college, not to the heart of which were improved relations between town and gown and a deeper appreciation of one for the other.

The sign near the corner of Clark and Hancock Streets embodies all that Dr. Hoke hoped one day would come to pass.

In fact, the sign is a modern sign post to future events for students and other passersby. It's there for all to see and to learn what is going on at the college, and of the announcements of events that are free and open to the public, events that can form a bond between the campus and the community.

The sign, lighted at night and changed daily, is located at an intersection of U.S. 74 and Ga. Route 376 just a few miles west of Greensboro and the Clark College entrance to the campus.

According to Barrette Donahou, assistant dean of students at the college, a large number of students have stated that "it's nice to know what's going on on campus" and have admitted that their events and activities are centered around the sign. Or in the words of one, the sign is the first thing seen as one enters the campus.

The sign is 6.5 feet tall and was made by a lighting firm in Macon.

Dr. Hoke came to GC in July, 1900 after a career in teaching at the University of Pennsylvania, Vanderbilt University, and Mississippi State University where he headed the departments of nuclear engineering, and Southern Illinois University where he was assistant dean of the School of Technology.

A native of the Royse State, he was educated at Catawba College, the University of North Carolina and Vanderbilt.

His wife, Elizabetta, is currently a counselor at the college. Approximately 100% of her contribution were made in Dr. Hoke's name to the memorial fund from which the sign was purchased.

A dining room in the new Maxwell College Union is also named for Dr. Hoke.

Honors Special Visits

At the end of the Honors Day program, a group of students was honored by the presence of guest honor speakers.

The group consisted of the Georgia College band, which performed for the students.

The band was directed by Dr. L. R. Berry, assistant professor of music at the college.

The students were presented with certificates of appreciation from the college administration.

A reception was held in the Board Room of the college for the students and their guests.

The reception included refreshments and a chance to visit with the guest honor speakers.

The event was a great success, and the students were grateful for the opportunity to meet and learn from the distinguished visitors.
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It's Our Duty To Inform

HC Represented In ACO Convention

An organ student's missionary sponsored by Georgia College.

What's A Rec. Major?

Even wonder what happens when students decide to major in the field of Recreation and what is the future? First of all, it takes a very special kind of person to be a part of the Recreation Department. There has been a tendency, subjective, to have a wide range of interests, especially in people and how they may be helped. People are not bound by set age and are capable of organizing, directing, and leading programs for a variety of Recreation.

In conjunction with the course, Introduction to Recreation, Ruby Huttler, Ruby French, Steve Eshleman, Walter Hogan, Jim Hagan, Jimette Hansford, Alaina Morris, and Rob Perrin have spent two weeks, two hours a day, working and assisting in each of the three organizations. Previous mention, Wadi did Cont. On Page 8.

More Sororities

All women students who are interested in additional national sororities coming to Georgia College are encouraged to contact the sororities directly for more information and to see if they can attend meetings to learn more about the organization.

A student handbook is available in the student center or可以通过 the Georgia College website to learn more about the available sororities.

Students interested in joining a sorority are encouraged to attend the organization's recruitment events and to reach out to current members for more information.

Students must meet certain eligibility requirements, such as GPA and academic standing, to join a sorority. These requirements can be found on the sorority's website or by contacting a current member.

Students interested in joining a sorority are encouraged to discuss their decision with their family and to consider the financial implications.

Students can also attend informational meetings and recruitment events to learn more about the sororities and their requirements.
**Sports**

By Gary Moncarz

**GO COLONIALS**

**Sports**

There Will Be A Soccer Meeting For All Those Interested In Next Year's Team

5 P.M. H.P.E.R. Rm. 104 May 24

Georgia College Drummers Hold Meeting At Tomlinson Fort House To Discuss Future Events

"Tell me why
if you think you know
why people love if there's no tomorrow
and still not cry if they have to go." — Airplanes

---
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**Hymn To Organizational Beauty**

Give me thanks, all ye lands,
For this day in thy
The meeting of minds, a
A new, more perfect Order
A World, where men are equal
A United Church of Christ!

What a piece of work is a man?
(Comedians weep)

Nay, we sometimes must mistake him! (Taps fingers, rolls his eyes)

In action he is a well-built machine!
In thought, he is a well-built machine!
He finds his hope in reality
In the Improbable Force of Determined Time.

For everything there is a season
One day for meaning
Two days for joy
Three days for killing
Four days for eating
The System could not bear the strain
And matters slowly grow.
That affects do not affect the general gain.
For human lives are not easily speeded.
But tally they are not expendable!
And when our humanity, like some
dirty orangie in a childhood,
is wiped away, and the (Hitherto) dark
will sneak up with heavy, grinning-stained hands.
To punch the Omniscient Clock.

Fred Green

---

**Books Unlimited**

142 W. Hancock St. Milwaukwee, Ga

- Cameras & Films & Gift Items
- Magazines & Books
- Charles Pennington, Prop.
- Mack Hudson, GC Student

---

**Pippa Passed**

---

**When The Q-T Runs Out**

Summer is for fun. Perhaps you plan to join the leisure crowd this summer, lazing on the beach, sipping on lemonade, and idly discussing worldly politics. Or you may have to manage for free time by taking from your supervisor at work, or your professors here at GC. Whichever your case, consider carefully these two different kinds of free time you may have for the remainder of your spare time. If your plans include both, and you wish to begin reading, here are some tips from the May edition of the New York Times Review of Books to help you through the coming summer months.

---
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**Picture**

---

**LEFT:** Pictured are the Plumbers, Allen McGuire, Leon Veaux Taylor, Robert Glass, and Paul Adkison, among other family members enjoying the supper prepared for them.

**RIGHT:** Mary Ann Thompson takes below last act after David Harrison's "Old Bearers Punch" recipe was dished out.
Drummer’s Club Strikes A Cadence

May LIB . . .
Tuesday the 30th.

Drummer’s Club strikes a cadence again in November with a new dance program, "Walking Tall." This program features the music of the popular song "Walking Tall," and the dancers strike a cadence in perfect unison with the rhythm of the music. The program is designed to give the students a fun and exciting way to enjoy the rhythm of the song and to get them moving together in a coordinated and enjoyable manner.

---

Having any clothes or shoes that don’t fit?

If you do, please donate them to the Clothes Bank located on Green St. directly across from the Post Office on the top floor. The Clothes Bank is open every Tuesday and Thursday from 8 A.M. until 12 noon. Thanks.
The Colonade

Jessies Relate Their Trials
And Their Many Tribulations

Jessie tripped meekly down the hall and opened the door to her room, where she stepped in. No, it wasn't a dead body; it was a live one. All things, there are lots of different ways to do things in a room.

Close arose from her uncomfortable position and she did. There was a rumbling clarinet. Close had been sitting perfectly close to a stack of records which had been carefully arranged under the dresser, under the desk and the most artistic pattern of all had records with blue labels and red labels and yellow labels arranged around the floor as stepping stones.

Mother Martin Caught Redhanded

"It's another of my queer customs," she told me, as she went right ahead, making a surprise party for her children by adoption. At least, she says she feels herself into thinking it is a custom. She has been wrong more than she knows.

The aroma of that delicious peanut candy fills the dormitory, and someone is bound to know that Mrs. Martin is up to something.

The party was in celebration of Valentine's day, and it is an annual surprise that Mrs. Martin springs on her brood. Many of her youngest children weren't prepared, however, and they were surprised right out of their bedroom shoes.

As they trooped downstairs to what they thought was going to be a regular dormitory meeting, they were stopped short by the sight of a large table in the center of the hall. The table was covered by a white cloth sprinkled with red hearts. In the center was a large red heart with the words, "for those I love.

A large tray of peanut candies ran the gauntlet of eager Jessie's, Mrs. Martin's presents.

When Mrs. Martin did a tap dance to "Peg of My Heart," and March gave a reading.

Four members of the Madrigal Singers, George Martin, Buzz King, Charlotte Clare and Louise Edwards sang.

These girls were all present with little boxes of candy to take home with them, and then the whole dormitory did some group singing, at the request of Mother Martin.

When the years are fat, Mother Martin told us, the servants keep away; and the servants keep away, and I guess you won't hear. Every time she gets somebody else.

There was another crash and Jessie and Mr. Martin joined the praises recorded on the floor.

"Jessie's" and "Mother Martin" compliments of the May 7, 1972 edition of the "Colonade.

Eleven Initiated Into Phi Upsilon Omicron

Eleven students have been initiated into Phi Upsilon Omicron at Georgia College.

New members include Susan Clayton of Statesboro, Wanda Hartline of Bainbridge, and Sue G. Miller of East Point.

Youngest daughter of Mrs. and Mr. Miller, and Susan of Statesboro, are members of the Alpha Eta Chapter of Phi Upsilon Omicron at Georgia College.

Other new members include Barbara Clayton of Statesboro, Susan G. Miller of East Point.

Top colored reporter showing enthusiasm for his latest assignment to Mr. Durnin.

LEFT: I wonder why she put the mask on.